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ELECTRICAL SECTION-
,..-...,.,

'-' 52& ELECTRICAL SERVICE UNIT

C 53. SCHatATIC

54. POWER SWITCH

54. CONVENIENCE otrrLET

54. COPY UGHT SWITCH

55. MARGIN INDICATOR MECHANI~
rT'.
~ 56. SYNCHRONOUSMOTOR UNIT

57. TIME DELAY MECHANI~

58. ElECTRICAL MO'IOR CONTROLMECHANISlt

60. RECTIFIEIt

60. UNE SHUNT RELAY

{fJ. UNE TEST KEY
~
\....- 61. UNE RE.I.AY

62. SIGNAL UNE BREAK l-iECHANISM

63. SELECTOR MAGNET DRIVER

.C
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Tho Cust030r Sarvice School, under tho ouporvioion of tho TEIEl"lPB
SalODOraonination, provideo tuition-froo ~tcnonce trLdning on otMdnrcl
producto primarily for custQ."'1oro,or thoir reprooontnti veo.

Noither tho TELE'i'YPE CORPORATION or the n~intenancQTraining School
vill aoeumotho responoibility for DCkingotudcnt hotel reoorvatlono. For
U1lit~ personnel the scheol uill, upon requost, ioeuo a tom indicntina tieo
of arrival ond dep!U'turo. Nocortificnto of non-availability of aircraft,
ratione, or qU!Lrtorsuill be iooucd.

ClaGGhouro aro froB 8:00 a.D. to 4:;30 p.m. l10ndaythroU!thFridny,
tilth Co fiftoen ninute broak in the A.m. and p.m. nnd one hour lunch poriodo
ClnsDtilll torminato approx1.tw.to~;3':,30 p.m. of tho lAst day. NoclnODoDaro
ochedt!J.cdfor ~turda1e. Studonto an1 bring thoir lunch or rot at any of tho
nDorouo rootaurnnts in the aroo.

. )

t,l

Students aro rcquootod to oboorvo claoo hours. A telephone call io
cmp3ctcdfrom tho otudoot if ho uill bo lnto or nboent. Students mo nro
repeatedly late tIill not recoive ~o-up inotruction and if such action continueD,
u111 be noked to leavo.

1Ul text JW.torinls such no bulletins ma1bo retained b1 tho otwont.
Studaato aro requirod to have a })Qnend/or poncil.

At tho end of the couroo tho instructor uill mcltoa ropt)rt on ooch
otwlcnt, which t1ill covor starting and conpletion dntoDplUGM)' aboQlooo
occur1ll!Jduring tho couroo, nnd a. grado covering attitude and porforonnce in
thcOG-Dadjuotmonto, and troublo shooting. 'lhis roport io submittod to the
cuotonor sponsoring oach student. (Soo eJlZlmploon foliot/ing ~go.)

Tolot~ plont ~roonnel rYJ.1not loo.votho school during normnl

OOCfhtOOh~ours'rv1lW1chand break pariods oxcoptcd, uithout the exproooponniooion
V~ supe sore

Unil addrossed to tho school ohould bo addreoocd ao

(Studonto nome)
c/o TELETYPE TRtUNmG SCHOOL
201 North 't'JolloStroot
Chlcc.go,Illinoio 60606

follot1O:

porooDDol:0c:=' ~~~~:~no Th~t~~o::o a:;;~~~o:;:c:;:a~:o;Olot~
Area Codo312, 346-0585

A
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TlELETYPE CCRPGRATION
Trnining School Report

~dent '-~---------------

D2.te ------

Class No. ------

"'- Organization. - __ Duration _

City State -- __ Began Ended 19

1. Text Material furnished for apparatus studied __ Bulletins Specifications--
2. GRADES(P - Poor, F - Fair, G - Good, VG - Very Good, EX - Excellent)

R't et

Trouble
Theory Adjust Shooting

TELETYPE
E UIPMENT

r nter
(KSR)
Keyboard

Punch

Reader

M-29

M-33

M-35

ATTITUDE MECHANICALABILITY--------- -----------
COOPERATION CLASSROOMWORK-------- -------------
3. We believe that the student is capable of maintaining the equipment studied:

a. Under all conditions b. Under most conditions------ -------
c. With additional experience---

4. ABSENCES:

d. With supervision ---------

Date Hours Reason

Slclmemm

Pers. BUD.•

__ Tardy mstructor

SUPERVISOR
B
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MODEL28
KEYBOARD(SENDING)ANDPRINTER(RECEIVING)

SET COURSEOF INSTRUCTION

c
Description of the CourseC The purpose of this course is to train personnel in the maintenance

~~ of the MODEL28 KEYBOARD(Sending) and I'RDTER (Receiving) SET.

This course is scheduled for a two week period and will cover theor)',
disassembly, adjustments of principle components, and trouble shooting of the
complete set.,

All students are urged'to take notes for future reference, and to
. ask questions so that they may derive the maximumbenefit from the course.

Lc

Literature

The following Teletype Bulletins will be furnished to each student:

Bulletins

Desc. & Theory Keyboard & Printer

Teletype Code':

LK,LP

Adj. & Lubrication Kybrd.,Base,Ptr.,Cabinet

c

-,----_._~----~ ~ --~

LK, LB, LP, LAC

c
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DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY

The Kodel 28 Keyboard and Printer will be disassembled in the
order indicated below. 00 NOTRl!HOVEANYPARTSUNTIL THE INSTRUCTOR
DPKONSTRATESTHE CORRECTPROCEDURE. This procedure, if followed correctly,
will throw-ofr a minimum number of adjustments.

Replace parts in reverse order where practicable.

1. Contact Box

2. Signal Generator

Keylevers - Remove one

4. Lockball Channel

5. Code Bar Assembly

L

PBINTER

1. Front Plate

2. stunt Box

3. ,Code Bar Shift Bar.

4. Code Bar Positioning mechan18ID

5. Selector Cam assembly

6. Magnet Bracket

7. Kain Shatt

8. Platen - Instructor demonstrate

L 9. Wi!". Ropea

--.,.- '-~-""-=~.'=:_.
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The course ot instruction covering the Model 28 Keyboard and
Printer is covered within a two week period •. A keyboard and Printer will
b. provided each student. The Keyboard and Printer theory is then presented
to the class as a whole or in separate groups. Following disassembly and
reassembly, the instructor Will demonstrate a tew pages at a time how
adjustments are to be made. It will be the student's responsibility within
his separate group to make all the adjustments required to put the equip-
ment back in, a first class working condition. It is felt that oniy by

. actuallylll8klng the adjustment will the student understand how it is properly
made and the ditficulties that m1gb.tbe encountered.

1. Clearance: AmeasurfJlllentUSINGTHEGAUGESPROVIDED,will be required.
Should the requirement, for example, read: ''Min: .002" ''Max: .020", any
point between the two limits will be satisfactory •

..',. 2.' Spring Tensions:. Ordinarily we do not change springs in the school's
equipnent ,unless it is broken or badly distorted. For this type of check it
is usually satisfactory for the student to knowwhere and how the tension
should be ~easured.

3. Ehd Play: Although the dj tm tthe required end 18: a us en manual will give the point at which
the particular pa~ ~o~~r~:d::a~:=db~~' wiiSthusuatllysatisfactory to check

ou excessive movament.

4. Double Requirement: Someadjustments have
to be met with the same adjustment. two requirements. Both are

E

-~.-.--.. '--..--.._---
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TOOLS

Below are listed the tools issued to each student. It will be the
student fS responsibility to return all tools at the end of the course.

QTY NAME
r

1

1

1

1

1

2

Wrench

Wrench

Wrench

Handwheel

Armature clip

Spring Hooklf

USEORDESCRIPl'ION

5/16" socket

3/16" x 1/4"

3/8" x 5/16"

Turn the printer mainshart manually

To hold the armature in a MARKINGposition for off-line
checks.
(1) Push hook (1) Pull hook

1 Crochet Hook

1 . Tweezers

Small springs

2 Screwdrivers (1) Large (1) &nail

2 Offset Screwdrivers (1) 90 degree (1) 45 degree

1 Screw Starter

c

c

3

1

1

1

Spring Scales

TommyWrench

Keylever remover

Box of gauges

(1) 8 oz. (1) 32 oz. (1) 64 oz.

For "Transfer Lever Eccentric" adjustment

Removekeylevers from keyboard

.002" through .008"; .010"; .012"; .018";

.020"; .025"; .030"; .035"; .037"; .040"
through .080" in steps of .005"

F
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OODE BAR BAIL LATCH
5 '

REAR

CLlJl'CH TRIP BAR
1i1
12
Ii)
#4
1i5
KEYBOARD WCKBAR

KEYLEVER OPERATION

UNIVlmSAL BAIL ElT~SION

2. CODE LEVER pivots

). UNIVERSAL BAIL pivots (rearward)

4. UNIVERSAL BAIL LATCHwm drops

c 1.

5.

KEILEVER depressed

CODE BAR BAIL LATCH pushed down

1
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6 'CLt11'eH TRIP rmER

? ICLUl'CH SHOE LEVER

CLUTCH TRIP MECHANI~

CODE BAR BAIL
CD

4 'CLUTCH TRIP BAR

C 1. UNIVERSAL BAIL LATCH LEVER drops
2. CODE BAR BAIL lATCH pushed down
.3. CODE BAR BAIL released pivots (counterclock-wise)
4. CLt11'CH TRIP BAR moves (right)

c- 5. CLUTCH TRIP BAIL pivots (counterclock-wise)
6. CLUTCH TRIP ImER releases

-, 7. CLUTCH SHOE LEVER moves
~ 8. PRIMARY and SECONDARYSHOES expand gripping drum

9. SIGNAL GENERATOR CLUTCH engages
2
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UNSELECTED

UNSELECTED I

UNSELECTED

•..•..

CODE LEVERS

.L~_OODE~m
CODEBARBAIL releases,

CODE LEVER pivots
SELECTED CODE BARS move (right)
UNSELECTED CODE BARS blocked by

-'.'l
CODE LEVER and TINES' ot cod. bars •

...>

..•. -----:---.- -~ .._----~--- ---

OOPIBARS~

3
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c 1.
2.
3.4.
5.
6.
5.7.

TRANSFm LEVER SELECTION

TRANSFER BAIL
7

CODE BAR BAIL
3

1 UNIVERSAL BAIL LATCH LEVER

I

2 CODE BAR BAIL LATCH

CODE BAR

MARKING CONDITION
•

UNIVmtSAL BAIL LATCH LEVER drops
CODE BAR BAIL LATCH pushed down
CODE BAR BAIL released pivots (counterclock-wise),
CODE BAR moves (right)
TRANSFER LEVER pulled (right)
SIGNAL G~ERATOR CAMrotates
TRANSFER LEVER moves
TRANSFER BAlL (counterclock-wise)

SPACING CONDITION

UNIVm5AL BAIL LATCH LEVER drops
CODE BAR BAIL LATCH pushed down
CODE BAR BAIL released pivots (counterclock-wise)
CODE BARS held (lett) by SELECTED (8) CODE LEVER
TRANSFER LEVER held (lett) by spring
SIGNAL GmERATOR CAMrotates
TRANSFER LEVER cammed down
TRANSFER LEVER moves (7) TRANSFER BAIL (clock-wise)

4
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TRANSFER BAIL rocking counterclock-wise (HARK) clock-wise (SPACE)

DRIVE LINK moves (LEFT-MARK) (RIGHT-SPACE)

c

1.
2.

3.

C 4.
2.,

3.
5.
6.<"'\

~.

TRANSFERWL NiQ LO~g BAlL

\ 5 TRANSFER BAIL

------- -"'- --
4

LOCKING BAIL

CODE BARS positioned

TRANSFER LEVERS selected

CAMrotates

LOCKING BAIL moves up, locking

TRANSFER LEVERs in MARKING or SPACING position

CAM continues to rotate CAMMINGTRANSFER LEVERS down in sequence

'REAR1-~l
2

START
3
4
5

.STOP
I

)

)

5
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1.
2.

5.

MARKING CONDITION

TRANSFERBAIL rocks

DRIVE LINK moves

TOGGLEoperates

SPACE or

HARK contacts

SPACING CONDITION

SIQIW. COITAC'r 1m

! (!)\TRANSP'BR BAIL
i

\ ~ DRIVE LINK
:. I

6
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\
1 SIGNAL GENERATOR SHAFT

WIT orOOPI 1M BAIL AND CODE BARS

7

)
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CODE BAR BAIL '\
. ElTENSIONa9 ,_ I

UNIV~
BAIL ElTBNSION !. L-.t

UNIVERSAL BAIL.
LATCH LEVER

NON-REPElT LEVER MECHANI34

1NON-REPEM' BELL CRANK

c

~ ..

.~

UNIVERSAL BAIL rocked to rear

UNIVERSAL BAIL LATCH LEV:ER drops

CODE BAR BAIL EXTmSION with ROLLER moves right

NON-REPEAT LEVER moves up

CODE BAR BAIL pulls

NON-REPEAT LEVER lett
NON-REPEAT BELL CRANK lifts

UNIVERSAL BAIL LATCH LEVER

UNIVERSAL BAIL rocks forward

UNIVERSAL BAIL EXTENSION pushes

NON-REPEAT LEVER off

CODE BAR BAIL EXTENSION ROUER

CCMPLETERESEl' ro8ITION

8
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c 1. IEYLEVERdepressed torcea

OODELEVERwith

\
.U)CKBALtS

:3 • WEDGEdownward,

4. LOCKBATJSseparate,

c 5. ADJmTING SCRDI limits ball separation, preventing entry of more than
one wedge simultaneoua17.

9

)
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,KEYBOARDlOCK BAR PAWL,
'2

(

KEYBOARDLOC!Cr 1
FUNCTION lEVER

! 4 CODE LEVER

KEYBOARDLOCK KEYLEVERdepressed

1\. KEYBOARDLOCK FUNCTION LEVER moves upc 2/.

'KEYBOARDUNIDCK FUNCTION LEVER

KEYBOARD IOOK OPER.ATIOIF

KEYBOARDLOCK BAR PAWL raises releasing

3i. KEYBOARDLOCK BAR moves right placing tines over

4i. CODELEVER

,UNIOOI OPERlTION

KEYBOARDUNWCK KEYLEVERdepressed

KEYBOAlU)UNLOCKFUNCTION LEVERmofts up striking saw tooth

KEYBOARDLOCK BAR forced lett

KEYBOARDWCI BAR PAWL drops over atep 10

)
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KEYBOARD HELICAL
DRIVING GEAR

MAIN SHAFT HELICAL
DRIVING GEAR

MAIN SHAFT

SELECTOR CAM-
CLUTCH ASSEMBLY

FUNCTION CLUTCH
ASSEMBLY

CODE BAR
CLUTCH ASSEMBLY

12



SELECTOR START OPERATION

G-,

c

SELECTOR MAGNET COIlS
1

SELECTOR ARMATURE
W/EXTENSION

. 7 SELECTOR CLUI'CH

STOP CONDITION

1. SELECTOR MAGNET COILS de-energize (spacing)

2. SELECTOR ARMATUREW/EXTENSION drops

•

START CONDITION

5. STOP ARM BAIL CAM

3. START LEVER.moves rearward

c 4. S'1OP ARM BAIL pulled into indent of

6. S'1OP ARM releases

c
7.

6.

SELECTOR CLUTCH with camassembly rotate,

STOP ARM BAIL rides out of camindent (forward)

STOP ARMmoves forward

3. START Ll!.'VER forced forward (clearing selector armature).

NOTE: START LEVER connected to STOP Affiil BAIL.
Am.1ATUREEXTENSION riveted to SELECTOR ARMATURE.

13
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PUSHLEVp RESEI' BAIL

PtBH LEVER

RESEr BAIL

(~)

1. PUSH LEVm

2• RESET BAIL
. '\ 3. CAMl;

4. SELECTOR LEVFa

c PUSH LEVER RESET BAIL rides to peak ot its cam
PUSH LEVER lifted
PtBH LEVER RESET BAIL rides ott cam peak
PUSH LEVER drops onto
SELECTORLEVER(spacing condition)

14
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MARKING and SPACDiG LOCI LlWIRS

\

SELECTOR ARKATURE W/EITENSION

MARKING SPACING
WCK LEVER CAM \

SPACING lOCK LEVER

c
MARKING LOCK LEVER and

SPACING WCK LEVER ride a cOJlllloncam surface

SPACING WCK LEVER and

MARKINGLOCK LEVERmove rearward during each intelligerice pulse

SELECTOR StATURE W/EXTENSION

determines which lock lever will ride to indent of cam•.c MARK (attracted) SPACE (unattracted)

NOTE: During a "pacing intelligence pulse
the SPACING LOCK LEVER overt ravels
the ARMATURE EXTmSION

15



1UIJePOR and. PUSH l&VBa OPWTIOII

1SELECTOR ARMATURE
\W/EmmION

; .2 ;MARKING WCI lEVER
i. W/EX.TENSION

MARKING CONDITION

1. SELECTOR ARMATURE attracted (marking)
2. MARKING LOCKLEVER moves rearward (completely ) under travels
1. AR!.1ATURE EXTF.BSION

C 3. SELECTOR LEVER moves rearward (completely)
4. PUSH lEVER drops
3. SELECTOR LEVEa c&mmed(forward)
4. PUSH LEVER move8 forward (marking condition)

SPACING CONDITION

,---." 1. SELECTOR ARMATURE unattracted (spacing)
\........ 2. MARKING IDCKLEVER blocked by

1. ARMATURE EXTENSION
3. SELECTOR LEVER blocked by
2• MARKING IOCKLEVER EXTmSION preventing

...--... 3. SELECTOR LEVER from moving into cam indent
~ 4. PUSH LEVER remains rearward (spacing condition) )

16



..!JLICTOI STOP OPEalTIOI

"

:3 ,SELECTOR )
IARMATURE W/ElTENSION

1 SELECTOR CLt11'CH

4 .STOP' ARM BAIL

1. SELECTOR CLt11'CH and CAM rota.ting J

2. SELECTOR MAGNET CX?ILS energize, (marking-stop pulse)
j

3. SELECTOR ARMATUREW/EXTmlSION attracts

c-",

4.
,

STOP ARM BAIl. attempts to drop into
STOP ARM BAIL CAM

6. START LEVER blocked by
3. SELECTOR ARMATUREW/EX!mlSION

"/

STOP ARM blocks

--- ---

1. SELECTOR CwrCH and CM

17
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Input

(

nn
Selector
Magnets

( (

:t

Start
Lever

(

Stop Arm
Bail

;(

{2
Clutch

Stop Arm

(

~JJ
~

Armature
and Extention

Spacing
Lock Lever

~.

Push Lever
Reset Bail

Selector
Clutch and Cams

I I ~

., t~ t, . "

Model 28 Selector Flow Chart I 1"'-1 • I fA (output)

•.... I . Marking Selector I 1
Push

(X)
Lock Lever Lever Lever
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120

~
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l START I I I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 ! sTOP

I I I I
I 1 I I
1 I I I STOP ARM 8AI L CAli

L~ ; I I 1
1 I I I
1 I I I NO.5 SELECTOR LEVER CAlI
I I I \..1 ./
I I I ~
1 I I 1
I 1 I I NO.4 SELECTOR LEVER CAlI

l I '-- I ~ II I --,-- I
------- __ --9 --J1l.-__ .: I I NIl 3 SELECTOR LEVER CAlI

: ~ I :f--------- I I I I SMCI. LOCK LEVER CAlI-----~-- ---~::==~--==~--==~-----
----- :L..-__: I ~ I N12 SELECTOR LEVER CAli

I \. I / 1 I I
I ~ I. II I 1 I NOI SELECTOR LEVER CAli~iJ:: I

-,-- I I I
_____ /\ I I I 1 RESET BAIL CAli

I I I I
I I I 1
I 1 I /\ I CODE UR TRIP CAliI I I . \.. ....J'l.-_~.;:;;,,;;....;;;;;.;;... _

~ ~ ~ ~ ~
I I I I IL J L ,.,L, L -- ----,

SELECTOR LEVERS AND •••••• a SPlICING LOCK LEVERS +- Y +

•....
co SELECTOR TIMING CHART

IIODEL .T'EL.E""'WWI fER
SELECTOR CAlIS RELAnONSHlP CHM1'
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o

0:CODEB!\R SHIFT BAR

MARKINGCONDITION

l i

1-

2.

0 J.

J.

4.

PUSH LEVERmoves forward (MARKING) pushing

INTERMEDIATE ARH forward, spring pulls

TRANSFER LEVER (bottom) forward
, ~

TRANSFER LEVER (top) moves rearward pos~tioning

_CODE BAR SHIFT BAR rearward (MARK~G)

SPACDJG CONDITION

PUSH LEVER rearward (spacing)

DJTERHEDIATE ARMrearward

TRANSFERLEVER (bottom) real"\'rard

CODE BAR SHIFT BAR hold (spacing)

20
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CODE BAR
CLtITCH TRIP SHAFT

Gl ..-"-:x ..-..-"-..-.....- ..-..•..• ..-..- ..-..- ..-..- ..---..-..-
CODE BAR CLUTCH

TRIP LEVER

2 CODE BAR CLTJI'CH TRIP SHAFT LEVER

SELECTOR CAMASS~lBLY rotates

1. CODE BAR CLTJI'CH TRIP CAMmoves

CODE BAR CLUTCH TRIP

5 CODE BAR CLUTCH

1 CODE BAR CLTJI'CH TRIP CAM

c 2. CODE BAR CLUTCH TRIP SHAF'!' LEVER pi voting

CODE BAR CLUTCH TRIP SHAFT,

4. CODE BAR CLUTCH TRIP LEVER releases
5. CODE BAR CLUTCH

21



~ SBIlT LlVIU .1&CISSOUI,

)

. )

3 SHIn' LEVER DRIVB AlII

•SHIFT LEV!2l LIHI

PRONT CODK BAR SHIFT mm. 5- r- - -_. -

OODE 1Wl\
SHIPT BARS

1
OODE BAR .eLt11'CR I

!.CCER'i'Rfc- ARMI

.-

~

CODE BAR CLt11'CH and

1. CODE BAR CLt11'CR ECCENTRIC ARM rotate.

2. SHIFT LEVER DRIVE SHArf and

3. SHIFT LEVER DRIVE ARM pi vota

4. SHIFT LEVER LINK move. up.~ 5. FRONT CODE BAR SHlP'T LEVBR move. ri&ht )

6. REAR CODE BAR SHIFT LEVIR mov•• lett

~
7. OODE BAR SHIFT BARS shitt

)

22
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~R J__ 1_2__C3_4_5_

') CODE.BAR
sHIrr BARS

2

o

(TOP VIEW)

1.
2.

CODEBAR SHIFT LEVERS shirt - moving

CODEBAR SHIFT BAB3position.

CODE BARS

( ~.\_.

lIlT -~G

11m .-SPACING

23
.. _~.!':~, ~-.-.



CO~iHON TRANSFER LEVER

c

. COMMON TRANSFER LEVER

CO~'lMONTRANSFER LEVER EXTENSION

COMHOU TRANSFER
LEVm, SPRING

{'"
~. CG1NON TRANSFER LEVER spring loaded (spacing)

CGf!10N TRANSFER LEVER EXTE}JSION to rear of

TRANSFER LEVERS #1 and #2

NtJ.1BER 1 TRANSFER LEVER HARKING (rear) CmmON MARKS

NtMBER 2 TRANSFER LEVER MARKING (rear) CmmON MARKS

NlMBER 1 & '2 TRANSFER LEVERS lI!ARKING (rear) COMMONMARKS

NlMBER 1& 2 TRANSFER LEVERS SPACING (front) COMMONSPACES

24
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c

c

CODE BAR CLurCH
and CAM
1

CLUTCH TRIP SHAFT

TYPE BOX CLUTCH TRIP ARM
6

TYPE BOX CLUTCH 'IRIP LEVER
7

CLUTCH 'IRIP SHAFT
3

8
TYPE BOX CLUTCH

4
FUNCTION

CLUTCH TRIP
LEVER

FUNCTION CLUTCHG)

1. CODE BAR CLUTCH and CAM rotates

2. CODE BAR CLUTCH CAM FOll.O\\'ER ARlII rides camindent

CLUTCH TRIP SHAFT pivots

4. FUNCTION CLUTCH TRIP LEVER releases

5. FUNCTION CLUTCH

6. TYPE BOX CLUTCH TRIP ARM pivots

7. TYPE BOX CLUTCH TRIP LEVER rotates

8. TYPE BOX CLUTCH released

25
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(\,.....t

TYPE BOX CLUTCH

)

21

TYPE BOX CLtn'CH
..ECCENTRIC ARM

1. TYPE BOX CLtrrCH and

4 MAIN ROCKERSHAFT

""'.. J"

c 2. TYPE BOX CLUTCH ECCENTRIC ARK.rotates

:3 • LEFT ROCKER SHAF'l'BRACKET causes

4. MAIN ROCKER SHAFTto pivot

26



b
IUPP_ON.
CODB BAll
NO. 1
ccm.
BAll
NO.~ccm.
BAR

COMMOM
COO.
BAR

(RIGBTIIDBVDW)

ROCKBR SHAP'Tand V~TICAL POSITIONING LEVERS

VERTICAL
P08ITIONIMG
LOCK UVBR

.3 MAIN SIDE
LBVBR

DRIVB LINK

,2
SBAFT

BRACKET

)

.~

1.
2.
).

C 4.
\ s.
•. -,~.::~ 6.

.~

HAIN ROCKER SHAn' pivots

ROCKER SHAFT BRACKET moves

MAIN SIDE LEVER DRIVE LINK and

MAIN SIDB LEVJ!'.R

VERTICAL R>SITIONING LEVERS and

TYPK BOX CARRIAGE TRACK move up

NOTE: TYPEB)X rides on the
TYPE BOX CARRIAGE TRACK 27
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-

-
TYPE
BOX

L

lBlTIClL EOSITIOIIIIG

11 OODB BAR

12 CODE BAR
camON OODE 1Wt

,i VBRTIW RSI'l'IONOO LEVER

VERTICAL R>SITIONING LEVER moves up until blocked by a projecting
CODE BAR in a spacing (right) condition

TOP ROW - STOP ON CCMKON CODE BAR

2nd ROW - STOP ON NtMBER 2 OODE BAR

3rd R<* - STOP ON NtIIBl!'B 1 OODE BAR

BOTTOI ROW - STOP ON SUPPRlSSION roDE BAR

RULE
1 MARKS - CCJ4MONMARKS
2 KARICS - CQOI)N HARKS
1 & 2 MAR!5 - CCMMON KARK.S
1 & 2 SPACE - CCJ!HON SPACES

)



'3 CODE

REVERSINGSLIDE

c

CODEBAR13 moves

REVERSINGSLIDE SHIFT LEVERand

BRACKEr

,REVERSINGSLIDE
SHIFT LEvER
, I

i

c

REVERSINGSLIDE (lett, marking - right, spacing)

REVERSINGSLIDE BRACKETSbuckle

RIGHT SHIFT SLIDE DRIVEWI (marking - as Shown) or

LEFT SHIFT SLIDE DRIVE LINK (spacing)

c Reversing slide positions
type box tor printing to'
occUt- 8.S Ulutrate4.

#3 SPACE

I

30



-

HORIZONTAL MOTION
REVERSING SLIDE

- lEFT SHIFT SLIDE
DRIVE LINKS 2

MAIN BAil
DRIVE BRACKET

MID BAlL and HORIZONTAL POSITIONING DRIVE LINKS

OSCILlATING RAIL 3SHIFT SLIDE

-

ROCKER SHAFT pulls
1. MAIN BAIL down
2. SHIFT SLIDE DRIVE UNK drives
3. OSCILLATING RAIL SHIFT SLIDE against longest

HORIZONTAL STOP SLIDE in its path
5. TYPE BOX positionedto selectedrow

31



HORIZONTAL POSITIONING STOP SLIDES

L

c
r ..•
L~ ~.jJ _:./'

STOP SLIDE

BELL CRANK

#4

c

~~ON STOP SLIDE spring loaded spacing (rear)
CGfMON STOP SUDE EXT~SION extends into front path
nwnber 4 and 5 STOP SLIDES

INNm ROW - STOP on CmMON STOP SLIDE
2ND ROW - STOP on #4 STOP SUDE
3RD RO\~ - STOP on #5 STOP SLIDE
OUTTER ROW - STOP on SHANK of COMMONSTOP SLIDE

RULE
#4 !oiARKS CCMMONMARKS

#5 MARKS COOlON MARKS

#4 & 5 MARKS C(}fMON MARKS

#4 & 5 SPACE CGtMON SPACES
32
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THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOG'S BACK

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOG'S BACK

THE QUICK BROWNe
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.C

c

TYPE PALLET
OPERATING

BAil
LATCH

4

PRINT HAMMER 5.'
OPERA TlNG BAil

1. MAINBAIL and

2. PRINTING 'TRACK move down

J. PRINTING ARM actuates

4. OPF.RATING BAIL LATCH releasing

5. PRINT HAMMERoPERATING BAIL,

6. PRINT HAMMERstrikes selected type pallet

WNIING "ECWISM.

~PRINTING
TRACK

CD MAIN BAil

34



L

FUNCTION LEVER

. (LEFT REAR VIEW)

BASIC FUNCTION SELECTION

FUNCTION RESET BAIL BLADE

,FUNCTION CAM

c

c
L

FUNCTION CLlJI'CH and
FUNCTION CAM rotating
FOJ.U)WER ARMrides cam,
FUNCTION ROCKER SHAFT pivots,
FUNCTION RESET BAIL BLADE moves (forward),
FUNCTION BARS sense
CODE BARS

CODE BARS .block (Wlselected)
FUNCTION BARS

FUNCTION BAR (selected) moves forward,
FUNCTION PAWL drops over rear of
FUNCTION BAR

FUNCTION RESET BAIL BLADE moves (rearward)
FUNCTION BAR (selected) pushed (rearward) moving
FUNCTION PAWL actuates
FUNCTION LEVER

SELECTED
FUNCTION BAR

CODE BARS

UNSELECTED
FUNCTION BAR

35



~, ~;.

FUNCTION S'DlIPPER BLADB

(LEFT REAR VIEW)

CODE BARS

FUNCTION
CLUTCH

ASSEMBLY

c FUNCTION ASSEMBLY and

FUNCTION CLt1l'CH ASSmffiLY rotates actuating

DRIVING LINK

DRIVING ARM

DRIVING SHAFT and

DRIVING CAMpivot

CAMARMoperates

STRIPPER BLADE moves ~ then. 1m. selected

FUNCTION PAWL stripped from

FUNCTION BAR 36



SPACING MECHANISM
:INVERTED VIEl'

)

)

)
SPACING TRIP LEVER

6

5 SPACING CLt1l'CH TRIP :wlER ARM

ROCRER_~
CAM PLATE

2

4
SPACING CLt11'CH TRIP LEVER

ROCKm SHAFT 1)

~'. ""::::-.

"L'_.'

1. ROCKER SHAFT and
2. ROCKER SHAFT CAM PLATE pivot, driving
:3 • SPACING TRIP LEVER BAIL and
4. SPACING TRIP LEVER down, latching
5. SPACING CLUTCH TRIP LEVER ARM

1.
2.
3.
4.5.6.7.

ROCKER SHAFT and
ROCKER SHAFT CAM PLATE return, spring pulls
SPACING TRIP LEVER BAIL and
SPACING TRIP LEVER up, pulling

.'.: "SPACING CLt11'CH TRIP LEVlm ARM up
" SPACING CLUTCH TRIP LEVlm pivots releasing

SPACING CLt11'CH

37



c

.1
SPACING SHAFT I

DRIVIHG -GEAR I

-SPACING DRtH Fm> PAWLS

:3 SPACING ECCPM'I'RICS

2 SPACING SHAP'T DRIVEN GEAR

)

)

)

SPACING SHAFT DRIVING GEAR rotat••
SPACING SHAFT DRIVDl GEAR and

SPACING ECCmTRICS

SPACING DRtI1 FEED PAWLS move
SPACING DRtIl rotates

38



c

LOWER
DRAW
WIRE
ROPE

DRAW vJInE HOPES

SPRING
DRUM

UPPER DRAW WIRE ROPE connected to
SPACING DRUM and

SPRING DRt.Jr.1
TYPE BOX CARRIAGE LINK and

OSCILLATING RAIL SLIDE clamped to
UPPER DRMJ WIRE ROPE,
LOViER DRM. viIRE ROPE connected to
SPACING DR~I and

- - /. -

SPRING DRLM
39



2. SPACE SUPPRESSION BAIL and
3. SPACE SUPPRESSION SLIDE forward

c

c

1.

SPACE SUPPRESSION 4SLIDE POST

3
SPACE SUPPRESSION SLIDE

FUNCTION LEVER moves

SPACE SUPPRESSION
INVERTED VIEW

2
SPACE SUPPRESSION BAIL

c
4. SPACE SUPPRESSION SLIDE POST moves

SPACING TRIP LEVER forward

40



c

SPACING DRUM
FEED PAWLS

SPACING DRUM
FEED PAWL 6

RELEASE LINK

CARRIAGE
RETURN
LEVER

(FRONT VIEW)

CARRIAGE RETURN
FUNCTION PAWL

1

CARRIAGE RETURNG)
LEVER

CARRIAGE RETURN
SLIDE ARM
:3

SPACING DRUM
FEED PAWL 6

RELEASE LINKS

(LEFT REAR VIEW)

-

C 1. CARRIAGE RETURN FUNCTION PAWL actuates

2. CARRIAGE RETURN FUNCTION LEVER pivots, driving

3. CARRIAGE RETURN SLIDE ARM(forward)

4. CARRIAGE RETURN BAIL and

C 5. CARRIAGE RETURN LEVER pi vote

6. SPACING DRtM FEED PAWL RELEASE LINK actuates" lifting

C 7. SPACING DRtM FEED PAWLS from

8. SPACING DRtI{

41



---------------------~---
LINE FBID rtllCIJR!

)

.C
FUNCTION PAliL<a>l-=

LINE FEED,5
CLUTCH TRI

LINE 6
CLtiTCH TRIP LEVER L

iLINE FEED FUNCTION BAR
i

~LINE FEJlDcLtTrcn

)

•••. ,I

c
1. LINE FEED FUNCTION BAR

2. FUNCTION PAWL and
3. Fm~CTION LEVER actuate
4. SLIDE ARM pushed (forward)
5. LINE FEED CLUTCH TRIP AFiM pivote
6. UNE FEED CLUTCH TRIP lEVER Ire1eaaing
7. LINE FEED CLUTCH

42
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i_.C

c

LINE FEED
FUNCTION LEVER

\
LINE FEED

nJNCTION BAR

.LINE FEED
CLUTCH

TRIP ARM

LINE FEED
CLUTCH
CAM DISK

MAIN
SHAFT

OPERATING
ARM

STRIPPER
BLADE

LINE FEED
FUNCTION

PAWL STRIPPER

LINE FEED
CLUTCH

TRIP LEVER

)

I,J ..

)

c
LINE FEED CLtrrCH CAMDISK rotating,

STRIPPER BAIL and

LINE FEED FUNCTION PAWLSTRIPPER move up

LINE FEED FUNCTION PAWL stripped releasing

LINE FEm FUNCTION LEVER

LINEFEED CLUTCHstops atter one third ot a revolution
J 44
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DOUBLE LINE FEED

c

LINE FEED FUNCTION LEVER

.SINGLE-DOUBLE LINE FEED LEVm

OPERATING ARM

STRIPPm BLADE

LINE FEED FUNCTION PAWLSTRIPPER

STRIPPER BAIL

c

SINGlE-DOUBLE LINE FEED LEVER pivots moving

OPERATING AJ1Mmoves

STRIPPER BAIL out of

LINE FEED FUNCTION PAWLSTRIPPER

STRIPPER BLADE lifts

UNE FEED FUNCTION PAWLSTRIPPER releasing

LINE FEED FUNCTION PAWL and

LINE FEED FUNCTION LEVER

LINE FEED CLl1l'CH stops after two thirds of a revolution

45



LETTERS-FIGURES SHIFT SLIDES

c

c

c

I.E'r'rms POSITION

LEl'TE1iS FUNCTION LEVERpulls

lETTERS FUNCTION SLIDE rearward,

LTRS-FIGS CODE BAR FORK cammed

SHIFT CODE BAR pushed (right

FIGURES POSITION

FIGURES FUNCTION LEVER pulls

FIGURES FUNCTION SLIDE rearward,

LTRS-FIGS CODE BAR FORK caamed (left)

SHIFT CODE BAR pushed (lett)

46
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OSCILlATING RAIL

( ( ( (

SHIFT LINK BREAKERSLIDE

OSCILLATING RAIL SHIFT LINK

o[ ~ JO
0--0--0

LTRS-FIGS SHIFT SLIDE

o

LTRS-FIGS
CODE BAR FORK

BRACKET

SHIFT CODE BAR

~~

LTRS-FIGS CODE BAR FORK moves
BRACKET
SHIFT CODEBAR
CODE BAR EXTENSION and
LTRS-FIGS SHIFT SliDE right
SHIFT LINK BREAKERSLIDE (lett) straight
SHIFT LINK BREAKERSLIDE (right) pivots

LETTERS SHIFT

HAIN BAIL and
LEFT BREAKERSLIDE BAIL moves up
LEFT SHIFT LINK BREAKERSLIDE pushed up
LEFT OSCILLATING RAIL SHIFT LINK buckle
OSCIIl.ATING RAIL and
TYPE OOXmove (right) LETI'ER POSITION



( ( ( ( ( ( (

BRACKET

LTR5-FIG.~
CODE RAR FI ifi~:

SHIFl' CODE BAR

OSCILI..ATING HAIL SHIFT LINK

o

o

°c ~O
000

LTRS-FIGS SHIFT SLIDE

i1AIN BAlL

-, ~ ./'•........, 0, ,,,-, .••..
........ "

OSLILLr.TING Ii.hIL

SHIFT LINK BREAKER SLIDE

LTRS-FIGS CODE BAR FORK mOVes
BRACKEr

SHIFT COUE BAR
CODE BAR EXTENSION and
L'I'RS-FIGS SHIF".l' SLIDE (left)
SHIFT LINK BR.~EH. SLIDE (right) straight
SHIFT LINK BREAKEIi: SLIDE (left) pivots

}lAIN BlUL and
RIGHT BREAKER SLIDE BAIL moves up
HIGHT SHIFT LL'JK BREAKBR SLIDE pushed up
flIGHT OSCII LATING RAIL SHIFT l.DJK buckle
OSCILLATING RAIL and
TYPE BOX moves (left) FIGURES POSITION

~
(Xl

FIG~ SHIFT



UNIVERSAL FUNCTION BAR '53440 =
MARKING TINES, ,SPACING TINES

c
SIDE VIEW

SUPPRESSION .-.. -.• 4TH PULSE -• I ST PULSE .... ~TH PULl! -2ND PULSE..
PULSE .... 'RD

• ZERO :~~.. FIGS.-LTRS,

FRONT VIEW

c
A B c o E F G H 1 J

K L M N o p Q R s T

Z FIGS. LTRS. CR. LF.yxwVu

49

NON PRINT SELECT NON SELECT
CASE CASE CASE

OR
(STUNT CASE)

NOTE: A function bar coded for a
particular character can be coded
in addition for print or nonprint
case, Select or non-select case,
Figs. or Ltrs. Case) or any
combination thereof.

UNIVERSAL PRINT
OR CASE

(COMMON)

LETTERS
CASE

KEY
o BREAK OUT TINE
• LEAVE IN TINE

SPACE

FIGS.
CASE

c
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...

c

c

WIRE
~
/ /
/ /

/ /
/

tlIDPIRATEP
CONTACT OPEN

l'lNOPERATED
CONTACT CIDSED

NORMAIJ,I OPBN

NORMALLY croSED

STtiiT BOX OOIiT!CTS

OP!RATJD
CONTACT ClDSED

/ /
/ /

/

~
"'_ I=:=:.
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I. STmrr BIi
I

r "-'~._'.

SLOT MANDATORY
NUMBER POSITION

FOR

SHIFT FORK PCSITIONS
WITH ASSOCIATED CODE

BAR INDICATED

'" "~J

1
LETTERS-FIGURES
SHIFT CODE BAR

2 FIGURES SHIFT

/'"

~
3 LETTERS SHIFT

4 AUTOMATIC CR
SUPPRESSOR
CODE BAR

5 CR SUPPRESSOR
CODE BAR

9 ON -LINE BACKSPACE
ZERO .CODE BAR

17 HORIZONTAL TAB
SUPPRESSOR
CODE BAR

FUNCTIONS NOT \)1) SUPPRESSOR
ASSIGNED TO

SPECIFIC SLOTS
CODE BAR

SPACE SUPPRESSION
SUPPRESSOR

FOR SINGLE LF
CODE BAR

mGNALBELLCONTACT SUPPRESSOR

BUSY LIGHT CONTACT
CODE BAR

MOTOR STOP CONTACT
SUPPRESSOR
CODE BAR

SUPPRESSOR

35 KEYBOARD LOCK
CODE BAR

/ ..•....

'-' 36 KEYBOARD LOCK
SUPPRESSOR
CODE BAR

AUTOMA TIC LF ,)\\ 1~.•~
39 OR ••

ON-LINE REVERSE LF (/It

40 LF ,)

.- 41 ON-LINE REVERSE LF
\.....;

42 FORM FEED OUT

_.

L:

51
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ELECTRICAL SERVICE UNIT

ELECTRICAL
MOTOR CONTROL

MECHANISM

The electrical service unit serves 88 the area ot' concentration tor the

&at'8 ld.ring. It also provides; the mounting,facilitie8 tor various olectrieal

a8semblies and components.

The olectrical service unit mayinclude 8Uchoptional I1S8G11lbliuGCD are

shownabove. Tenninal blocks and cables required tor interconnection ot tho

BsaGmbli88with other componentsmayalso be included.

52
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SCBIMATIC DUGIWI

)

)

)

.JCopy LIGHT SWITOt

LINE TEST KEY

MAINT

o OFF

ON

MAlGIN
LAMP

r---
I
I
I
I 4- I
L_L~!... ~~-1

1321\

-,,;;; - - - - POWER sWiTcH - - ~I---:..-
IELL 1901\.

IELL FUNCTION. -
lOX CONTACT

115 VAC 60 CYCLES

OUTLET

LINE SHUNT IELAY
CONTACT

SIGNAL OENEIATOI MOTelI CONUOL1------ aELAY
I M ~ I STAIT MAGNETS

L__ --~fd!l
LINE llEAK - - -,

SWITCH I I
IIJ I'-- ----'

LINE
SHUNT
aELAY

--- "

-

-

--

+ SIGNAL LINE
)
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POWlR SWITCH

c
The Pa.¥ER SWITCHwhen operated, provides 115 VACfor the

COpy LAMPTRANSFORMER

BELL FUNCTION

MOTORSTARTCIRCUIT

MOTORSTOP CIRCUIT

RECTIFIER

The CONVElUENCEOt11'LETprovides

115 VAGfor maintenance purposes.

. )

i..I,.

CONVDIDlCE ourLET

COPYLIGHT SWITCH

The COPYLIGHT SWITCHhas three positions.

1. ON POSITION
The copy lamp transformers input is dependent
upon the main power switch to light the copy lamps.

2. OFF POSITION
The copy lamp transfonners input is maintained
open, disabling the copy lamps.

3. MAINTENANCEPOSITION
The copy lamp transfonners input is maintained
energized by shunting the main power switch.
This keeps the copy lamps ill\lllinated.

-~~------- - -~ .--

. )



MARGIN INDICATOR
SWITCH

a. TYPING UNIT space.,
SPRING DRUM rotates

CONTACT
LEVER

IWlGIH DmIcAroa MECIWIISII

MARGIN .INDICATOR
CAM DISC (ON
TYPING t1N1T)

)

)-

_ .•.,

MARGIN INDICATOR CAM DISC contact.
CONTACT LEVER pivots, releasing
MARGIN INDICATOR SWITCH PLUNGER.

MARGIN INDICATOR SWITCH CONTACTS close, illuminating

MARGIN INDICATOR LAMP.



)

o
SYNCHRONOm HJTOR UNIT.

115 VAC
60

J

.--- OPERATING WINDING

STARTING WINDING

STARTING CAPACITOR

THERMOSTATIC CUTOUT
SWITCH

The stator of the motor has twowindings: a starting windingand
an operating (or run) winding. The starting winding, starting capacitor,
and the normally-opencontacts of the starting relay a" connected.in serie ••
The coll of the starting relay is connectedin series with the operating
winding.

Whenpoweris applied, the initial current through the operating
windingenergises the relay. The relay contacts close the drcm t to the
starting winding. As the speed of the rotor increases, the current in the
operating windingdecreases. Whenthe current has decreased to a predetermined
level, the starting relay de-energizes. The relay eontacts open~d remove
the starting windingfrom the operating circuit. The rotor will continue to
accelerate until it reaches the synchronousoperating speed.

The thermostatic cut-out switch is connectedin aerie. with both
stator windings. This temperature operated device opens the circuit to these
windingswheneverexcessive current is drawn. The switch can be reset. b7
depressing its push-button.

; 56
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----------------------~-_-.....•..••
TIME DELAI MECHANI3I

IN'J.'EfiMEDIATE GEAR SHIFT powers

ECC~TRIC FOLLOWER PAWl. drives

RATCHEt WHEElS.

ECCENTRIC
/,FOLLOWER

" PAWL

SWITCH PLUNGER

if LINE SIGNALnot received within 756 revolutions

RATCHEI' WHEELIND~TS line up.

LATCH PAWLdrops into indent, pivoting

OONTACT PAWLLATCHING LEVERreleases

OONTACT PAWLoperates

MOTORSTOP SWITCHopens

MaroR circuit.

if LINE SIGNAL received. vithing 756 revolutions

TYPING UNIT MAIN BAIL DRIVE ElTENSIOH engages

CONTACTPAWLrelatched by

OCN'rAC'l' PAWL LATCHING I.EVER.

TDfn~G CYCLErestarts. 57



STOP MAGNET
ARMATURE

SIGNAL
LINE
SWITCH

LATCH
LEVER

START MAGNETS
ARMATURE

ELECTRICAL MOTOR CONTROL .1ECHANI34

STOP
MAGNET

MOTOR
SWITCH

, 58



c
o

ELECTRICAL MOTOR CONTROLMECHANI~

MaroR STOP FUNCTION BOX CONTACT or

MarOR STOP TlME DElAY operates
STOP MAGNET armature

opens MOTOR CONTROL CONTACTS, stopping MOTOR, and
transfers SIGNAL LINE CONTACTS, operating START MAGNETS.

START MAGNET ARMATURE locks
STOP MAGNET ARMATURE in operated position.

depressing LINE BREAK KEY releases
START MAGNET ARMATURE releases
STOP MAGNET ARMATURE, to first stop.

releasing LINE BREAK KEY operates
START MAGNET ARMATURE releases
STOP MAGNET ARMATURE

closes MOTOR CONTROL CONTACTS, starting MOTOR, and
transfers SIGNAL LINE CONTACTS, releasing START MAGNETS.

, 59
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RECTIFIER

The Rectifier Assembly consists of a power transformer,
two diode rectifiers, and a filter capacitor arranged in a full wave
rectification circuit.

the RECTIFIER provides 115 VDC • l20MA for
LINE RELAY BIAS winding
RECEIVING UNIT SELECTOR MAGNETS
LINE TEST KEY ASSPlfBLY

LINE SHUNT RELAY

The coil of this relay is connected in series with the motor
operating circuit. The signal line is connected through the relay
contacts to the line winding of the line relay.

If power is removed from the set, through opening of the
manual power switch or by action of the motor control mechanism, the
relay will de-energize. The relay contacts will transfer, maintaining
signal line continuity while bypassing the local unit.

LINE TEST KEY

.The LINE TEST KEY pennits manual shunting of the signal line
tor independent operation ot the set.



,.".~~

..U

BUS WINDING energized by IDeAL RECTIFIJ!R.
UNE WINDING in series with SIGNAL UNE.

LINE RELAY

)

)

+"
KEYBOARD TO

CONTACT BOX LINE
BATTERY
SOURCE

SIGNAL LINE SPACING

SELECTOR
MAGNETS

- LOCAL DC FROM
RECTIFIER IN
ELECTRICAL

+ SERVICE UNIT

c ARMATURE attracted to SPACE CONTACT by
BIAS WINDING CURRENT.
SELECTOR MAGNETS de-energized.

SIGNAL LINE MARKING
ARMATURE attracted to HARK CONTACT by
LINE WINDING CURRENT overcomes attraction"ot
BIAS WINDING.
SELECTOR MAGNETS energized by
lOCAL RECTIFIER. 61
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..
SIGNAL LINE BREAIC MECHANI~

BREAK LEVER

BREAK SWITCH

FUNCTION LEVER

depressing BREAK ~ ~ER pivots
FUNCTION LEVER pivots
BREAK LEVER operates
BREAK SWITCH opens
SIGNAL LINE circuit

BREAK KEYLEVER

.62



SELECTOR MAGNET DRIVg

The SELECTOR MAGNET DRIVER is a solid-state device normal1.7
used in place. of a line relay. When compared to a line relay, the
selector magnet driver offers improved operation aridgreater reliabilit7
with reduced maintenance.

The SELECTOR MAGNET DRIVER assembly consists ot a chassis
mounted power supply and an etched circuit card. '!hepower SUPp17
provides operating voltages for the various components, includina
five transistors, mounted on the circuit card.

~ The SELECTOR HAGNET DRIVER may be strapped to accept a
neutral input signal at either 20 or 60 MA or a polar signal of up
to JOMA. The output trom the selector magnet driver is 60MA
regardless of its input.

63
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IT IS RECGmEllDFJ) THAT FH2D SEINICING BE LL\iITE;) 1'0 REPLACING THE ENTIRE DRIVER.

114:
3

POSITIVE SIDE OF POWER
SUPPLY (NOT GROUNDED
TO CHASSIS OR EARTH)

TRANSFORMER

CR14

CR15

-40V

400 MFD

C2+

R8

TP4TP5

+

CRll

R6

TP6
1 2

R2

Strapping for input options:
.020 Amp. neutral operation:

1-2 Open, 3-4 Open
Units wired for 117 VAC 50/60 cycle operation only •

~

•060 Amp. neutral operation:
1-2 Strapped, 3-4 Open

.020 to .030 Amp. polor operation:
1-2 Open, 3-4 Strapped.

Factory strapping: 1-2

Selector coils in parallel for all conditions of operation. tJ)

9
~
Z
1:11
0--3

g
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SELECTOR MAGNET DRIVER

For neutral operation, current flows in the signal line circuit
during the marking condition, and no current flows during the spacing
condition. For polar operation, current flows during both conditions, but
the polarity is reversed to differentiate between marking and spacing.

The transistors as used in the Driver either do not conduct or
conduct into saturation. They do not operate at intermediate stages. Thus
throughout this discussion they are referred to as being either "on"
(conducting) or "offll(not conducting).

The elements referred to as tibiasvaristorstl (CRl through CR5) areused in the circuit to develop transistor bias voltages and low-voltage
references that set the input switching level. They consist of two
diffused-junction, silicon diodes mounted in opposite directions side by
side. They have a forward diode characteristic in either direction and
thus their voltage drop varies slightly with the current. At 0.10 a. the
drop is 0.8 v.

INPt1I'CIRCUIT

The input circuit receives the teletypewriter signals and deter-
mines when the Driver shifts froinmarking to spacing. It includes Rl through
R3, bias varistors CRl through CR5, and transistor Ql. In neutral operation,
it keeps the Driver spacing or marking until the line current rises above or
drops below the switching value. In P9lar operation it does the same until
the current rises above or drops below zero.

Resistor Rl protects transistor Ql from high current surges that
might damage it. It samples the current flowing into Ql's base, and, if the
current exceeds a value of approximately 0.100 a., the voltage developed across
Rl and the base-emitter junction exceeds the forward drop of CRI and CR2, and
most of the excess current is shunted around Ql. Since the bias varistors
are bi-directional, Ql is protected for inputs of either polarity.

For 0.020 ampere neutral operation, R2 is disconnected by removing
the strap at tenninals 1 and 2, and R3, CR".1,CR4 and CR5 are left in the
circuit. For 0.060 ampere neutral operation, R2, R3, CR3, CR4 and CR5 are
all left in the circuit. For polar operation up to 0.030 a., R2 is disconnected
by removing the strap at terminals 1.and 2j CR3~ CR.4,and CR5 are shunted outby placing a strap across points 3 and 4j and R) alone is left in circuit.

SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Transistors Q2, Q3 and associated components form a snap-action
trigger circuit. In the marking condition, Q2 is off and Q3 is on. The
opposite exists for the spacing condition. The change from one state to the
other occurs at the midpoint value of the input current and is very rapid
regardless of the slope of the input wave fonn.
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SELECTOR MAGNET DRIVER

(continued)

Ot1I'PUl' CIRCUIT

The output circuit, which includes Q4, Q5 and associated components,
controls the current in the selector magnet coils. During the space to mark
transition, it places essentially the full supply potential across the coi~s
and causes the current to rise rapidly to the operating value of 0.060 a.
This rapid rise provides quick selector armature pick-up. Once the operating
value is reached, the circuit adds resistance to maintain the operating current.
During the mark to space transition, a controlled discharge circuit, whichincludes CR9 and Q2, rapidly dissipates the coil's energy without developing
any high reverse voltage transients that might cause transistor damage.

PO~IER SUPPLY

The power supply provides d.c. for the Driver's circuits. It
includes an isolation transformer, a full-wave rectifier, and single capacitor
filter. It operates from a 117 v., 50-60 cps, a.c. source, and provides a
nominal d.c. voltage of -40 v.
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SPACING CONDITION

In the spacing condition transistors Q1, Q3 and Q5 are ott; Q2 and Q4
are on; and no current flows in the selector magnet coils.

In neutral operation, no current flows in the signal line during
spacing. Thus, the base of Q1 is connected to the positive side of the power
supply either through R3 alone (for 0.060 a. operation). Internal current'
through varistors CR3, CR4 and CR5 places a -2.4v bias on the emitter of Q1
and keeps it off. In polar operation (R3 alone in circuit and CR3, CR4 and
CR5 shunted), TP1 is positive and TP6 is negative during spacing. Thus the
signal line through Rl drives the base of Q1 positive and keeps it oft.

The base of Q2 is driven negative with respect to its emitter
through resistors R4 and R5 and resistors R7 and RS. Thus Q2 is on, and the
voltage drop from its emitter to collector is very small---Less than 0.1 v.

The output of Q2 is applied to the base of Q3 through germani\ID
diode CRll. The current flow through CRl1 and R6 to the negative side of
the power supply causes a maximum drop of 0.4 v. R12 permits sufficient
current to flow through CR7 that the latter's voltage drop is at least 0.6 v.
Q3 's emitter is more negative than its base; thus Q3 is otf.

CRlO prevents current from flowing from the collector ot Q2 through
the selector coils, CRS and R4 to the negative side of the power supply.
Therefore, the selector magnet is not energized in the spacing condition.

The collector of Q2 is connected to the emitter of Q4 and to one
side of CRl3. The negative side of the power supply through R9 makes the
base of Q4 negative in relation to its emitter and keeps it on. A 0.1 v.
drop across Q4 is applied to the base of Q5. Because of the voltage drop
acr08S CR13 caused by the current flow through CR13 and R13, the emitter of
Q5 is at least 0.55 v. more negative than the emitter of Q4. Thus there is
a 0.45 volt back bias across Q5 which remains off.

MARKING CONDITION

In the marking condition, Q1, Q3 and Q4 are on; Q2 and Q5 are otr;
and a current of 0.060 a. flows in the selector magnet.

In both neutral and polar operation, the marking signal places a
negative potential on the base of Q1 and keeps it on. Current flows from its
collector to the negative side of the power supply through R5 and R4 and through
RS and R7. Current also flows through CR6, CR7 and Rl2 to the negative side
of the supply. A drop of at least 0.65 v. across CR6 is applied to the
emitter of Q2. The base of Q2, which is connected directly to the collector
of Q1, is about -0.1 v. with respect to the emitter of Ql. Therefore, Q2
has a back bias of 0.55 v. and is off.
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SELECTOR MAGNET DRIVER

MARKING CONDITION

(continued)
Since Q2 is cut off, it does not back bias Q3 as it did in the spacing

condition. The negative side of the supply through R6 puts a negative potential
on the base of Q.3 and keeps Q3 on. Current flows from the collector of Q3
through CR8 and R4 to the negative side of the supply, and through CR10 and
the selector coils to the junction of Q4's emitter and CRl). Since the base
of Q3 is only about -0.4 v. with respect to its emitter, the drop of almost
5 v. across Q3, CRlO, and the selector coils back biases diode CRll. Q2 is
unaffected since it is off and its collector is negative with respect to its
baso.

The collector of Q2 is connected to the emitter of Q4 and to one
side of CR]J. The negative side of the power supply through R9 makes the base
of Q4 negative in relation to its emitter and keeps it on. A 0.1 v. drop across
Q4 is applied to the base of Q5. Because of the voltage drop across CR13
caused by the current flow through CR13 and R]J, the emitter of Q5 is at least
0.55 v. more negative than the emitter of Q4. Thus there is a 0.45 volt back
bias across Q5 which remains off.

SPACE TO MARK TRANSITION

In neutral operation, varistors CRJ, CR4 and CR5 places -2.4 v. on
Q1 keeping it turned off during spacing. As the signal line changes from
spacing to marking, current begins to flow in the input line and a negative
potential is developed across the input resistor(s) (R), or R) and B2). Q1
remains off until this current exceeds its mid-point value of 0.010 a. for
0.020 a. or 0.030 a. for 0.060 a. operation. This mid-current value is
detected when a voltage slightly greater than -2.4 v. is developed at the
base of Q1 turning it on.

In polar operation R3 alone is in circuit and CRJ, CR4 and CR5 are
shunted. As soon as the current moves slightly beyond zero in the marking
direction, it places a negative voltage on the base of Ql and turns it on.

Q3 tums on, and Q2 turns off. Q2 and Q3 fonn a trigger circuit
which utilizes positive feed back. The collector of Q2 is connected to the
baso of 03, and the collector of Q3 is connected to the base of Q2. Q2
through CRll switches Q3, and 03 then feeds back to Q2 through CRa controlling
tho resistor not\1ork of R4 and RS. As the signal changes from spacing to
marking, Ql turns on and causes Q2 to bogin to turn off. Q2 in tum cauo.a
Q3 to bogin to turn on. The collector of Q3 drives tho junction of R4 and RS
positivo. u,ss base current is supplied to Q2 which turns off evon more.
This triggor action removes any point of uncortainty and prevents tho Driver
from being damaged by locking up on an intennediate point or going into
oscillation as the input switching level is crossed.
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SPACE TO MARK TRANSITION
(continued)

Initially, the induced voltage of the magnet coil opposes the current
flow from the collector of Q3 through the coils to the negative side of the
supply. This prevents current from flowing through CR13 and Q4 (which was on
during spacing). The collector of Q4 and the base of Q5 move toward the
negative supply potential. Q5 is off and its collector is at the negative
supply potential. Since its base and collector are negative, the emitter of
Q5 also moves toward the negative supply potential. '

A short time later, the voltage drop across the coils decreases, and
current begins to flow in the coils, increasing nearly linearly with time.
The negative terminal of the coils begins to move toward the positive supply
potential. The emitters of Q4 and Q5 begin to go positive. Since the
negative potential on the collector of Q4 is applied to the base of QS, the
latter turns on as its emitter goes positive and Q4 turns off.

Since RlI is small and Q5 is on, essentially the full supply potential
is placed across the coils. The coils' current, limited only by Rll and the small
res istance of the coil, increases rapidly. (It aims at point much higher
than the desired 0.060 a. operating current.) Thus the operating current is
reached very quickly, and effects a fast pickup of the selector magnet armature.

During the spacing condition, Q4 was on and its base was no more than
-0.6 v. with respect to its emitter. As described above, during the space to
mark transition, the current flow through Q4 drops to almost zero, and its
emitter goes toward the negative supply potential. Capacitor Cl holds Q4's
base at the conducting potential which is positive with respect to the emitter,
and Q4 turns off. Q5 is still on. The base potential of Q4 drops exponentially
toward the negative supply as CI discharges through R9.

Normally the voltage divider network of R7 and R8 places a potential
of +10 v. with respect to the negative supply on the anode of CR12 which is
back biased. However, during the space to mark transition period, the base
potential of Q4 drops exponentially toward the negative supply. When it gets
just below the divider's voltage, CRl2 becomes forward biased and clamps
the base to this value.

As the current begins to flow through the coils, Q4's emitter drops
from the negative supply potential until it is more positive than its base, and
Q4 turns on. Its collector potential becomes nearly the same as its emitter
and is applied to the base of Q5 which turns off. CR12 is again back biased,
and the current to Q4's base is supplied through R9 as before. The current flow
from the coil to the negative supply is not through Q4 and R10 which limits it
to the operating value of 0.060 a. R9 and Rl3 are essentially in parallel with
RIO and help to determine the current's value.

The voltage divider network of R7 and R8 determines the current
value at which Q5 turns off and Q4 turns on. The closer the potential on the
anode of CRl2 approaches the negative supply, the sooner Q5 turns off. Current
through the divider network always flows to the positive side of the supply
either through the collector of Ql or the base of Q2. CRl2 remains back-
biased except for the brief period described above during the space to mark
transition. 69
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JURI( TO SPACK TRANSITION

As the signal changes trommarkingto spacing, Ql and Q3 tum off and
Q2 turns on.

WhenQ3 turns ott, it no longer supplies current to the .elector
coUs. The coils resist a drop in their current by developing a negative
voltage transient at their normally positive end. '!bis transient 11 passed
by CRlO, blocked by ORB and blocked by CR9 until it exceed. the negative ,
supply potential at which time CR9conducts. CR9insures that the voltage
rating of Q3 i8 not exceededby clampingit at about -40 v.

Q2holds the normally negative end ot the coil at near positive
supply potential whenQ3 turns ott. Aconstant potential ot about 35 v. is
thue placed across the coils. '!be rate at which the current thl'Ouahthe
coil decreases is constant.
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PREFACE

~ The objective of this guide is to outline the essential principles
~ of the Teletype signaling code.

This guide will discuss the basic five-level code and the more
advanced eight-level code, more commonly referred to as the American
Standard Code for Information Interchange, (ASCII).

The data presented is the best information available at the t~e
of this writing, but is subject to change, and is not intended to
pre-empt subsequent information issued in current instruction •

. ~



HISTORY

In ordinary telegraph transmission, as devised by Samuel Morse,
intelligence is relayed from one point to another by the making and
breaking of the signal line. The operator at the transmitting end of
the line opens and closes a key activating a sounder at the receiving
station. These sounds are translated by the receiving station operator
into the characters and symbols making up the message.

The drawbacks to this system are of course quite obvious. A
network of telegraph stations can pass traffic only as fast as the
slowest operator can send or receive. There is the constant possibility
of a miss-sent or erroneously copied character with no way of verifying
the transmission. Also, every station requires constant attendance.

To overcome these weaknesses a French signal officer, named
Jean Baudot, envisioned a method of mechanically transmitting a signal
that would activate a printing mechanism. The new method of printing
telegraphy required modification of the basic Morse code. The primary
change was the control over the time interval of each transmitted pulse.
Specified time intervals or pulse lengths were to replace the arbitrary
dot-dash system of each operator.

In order to encompass the 26 letters of the alphabet and a number
of purely mechanical functions required to operate the printing .
mechanism, M~. Baudot determined that the basic conditions, (current-
on-line, no current-on-line), would have to be expanded. He accomplished
this by taking the two basic conditions and raising them to the fifth
power, (25 = 2x2x2x2x2), for a total of 32 possible combinations.
Therefore, each character is a combination of five pulses, with each
pulse having two possible conditions.

The two conditions referred to above shall be called by their more
common names, current-on-line = MARKING, no current-on-line = SPACING,
throughout the remainder of this guide.

Subsequent to the development of this basic code, a printer was
developed with the addition of an upper case, referred to as FIGURES,
thereby expanding the capabilities of the code to twice as many
characters, or 64 possible characters. Since the figure ability is
a mechanical function, we see that the same basic code combinations
are used for both LETTERS and FIGURES.
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ANALYZING A CHARACTER

As we saw on the preceding page, the basis for our present day
Teletype code is the mechanical control of the combinations of MARK
and SPACE conditions associated with the individual characters. The
length of time duration of the individual pulses used to make a
character is determined by the motor speed of the unit, which through
a gear train, operates the various cams and levers that ultimately
open and close the signal line. We may say then, that as the mechanical
operating speed of the unit increases, the time interval of the total
character decreases. A little later on we will show this graphically.

At the present time there are three basic transmitter shaft speeds
in popular usage. They are 368 rpm, 460 rpm, and 600 rpm of shaft speed.
A conversion of these speeds into the more widely used term "words-per-
minute" may be accomplished by dividing each figure by 6. (This assumes
that the average word contains five characters and a space between it
and the next word.) Thus, 368 rpm becomes 60 wpm, 460 rpm is about
75 wpm, and 600 is 100 wpm. For Iilaintenance or other technical purposes
it is far more accurate to deal only with the actual shaft speed. If,
for every revolution of the transmitting shaft a complete character is
transm.itted, we may state that a complete operation has been performed.
Therefore, our rpm's become operations-per-il1inute.

The first step in determining the total time of a single character
is dermining the operations-per-second.

(A) 600 rpm .go = operatLons-per-second • lOopssec.
We now can say we transmit 10 characters-per-second, since each operation
is a character.

The next step is to break these 10 characters down to find the time
of a single character.

(B) 1 sec.
lOops = one character = .100 seconds

-

We now see that at 600 opm each character is .100 seconds, or 100 milliseconds
(MS) long. This same method may be used for any operating speed to
determine the character length.

Before we can start breaking the individual character into its
separate pulses, and determining their length, we have to consider one
other facet of our individual character. In order that both the trans-
mitting and receiving units are operating together (synchronization)
additional pulses are required. They are called the START and STOP pulses.
Since these pulses are attached to every character they are not considered
information pulses. In the majority of applications the START and five
information pulses are of equal length, with the STOP pulse being of a
longer duration. This added length, (usually 42%) is a safety feature to
insure that the receiving unit has time to completely detect the last
information pulse before the transmitter begins the next character.
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Example: 5-Level Code

Start

Information Pulses

Stop

5 units

lOOMS

=
=

=

1

5

1.42
7.42

19 MS

unit

units

unit
units

The 7.42 unit character is known as .the Standard Unit Code for five-level
transmission. One exception to this standard is a straight 7 unit code.
An example of this is Western Union, which uses a stop pulse the same
length as the start and information pulses. This unit code plus a
variance in shaft speed allows for 65 wpm operation. We will discuss
this a little later in this guide.

Now to return to find the duration of each of the five individual
information pulses and the start pulse:

(A) 100 ms (tfme for one character) = 13.47 or 14 ms = 1 unit
7.42 units

To find the length of the 42% longer stop pulse:
(B) 13.47

x 1.42
19.13

(one unit)
(one .•.42%)
or 19 ms = stop pulse

The above information applies to five-level only. Before trying to
find the pulse length for the eight-level equipment we should note three
things:

1. The total character length (in milliseconds),. for any given shaft
speed will be the same for both five and eight-level codes.

3.
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2. If the total character length (in'milliseconds) is equal for both the I

5 and 8 level codes; then it follows that the 8 level code emplo)~ng
) information code levels more than the 5 level must necessarily have
each of its code pulse correspondingly shorter timewise.

3. Two units are used as the safety feature in the eight-level
stop pulse.

Example: 8 -i,evelCode

~I:2 units r-
6 I 7 I 8' I STOP I

-I 18.18 M~ II

8 units -------

99.99 MS ----------~

Start = 1 unit

Information Pulses = 8 units

Stop Pulses = 2 units
~ 11 units

~ We now have an 11 Unit Code for eight-level transmission.

To determine the length of each pulse in the eight-level code we use
the same formula as in the five-level:

(A) lOOms (t~e for one character) = 9.09 ms = 1 unit
11 units

To find the length of the double stop pulse:
(B) 9.09 (one unit)

x 2 (double stop pulse)IB:I8 ms = stop pulse
As you have probably noticed in the signal diagrams, the start pulse

has been represented as a no current-on-line (SPACING) condition, and that
the stop pulse has been drawn as a current-on-line (MARKING) condition.
This holds true for both five and eight-level because the normal, or "REST"
condition of the signal line is with current-en-line. If the normal
condition is MARKING the beginning of the next character must alter that
condition. Obviously then, the start pulse must be no current or
SPACING. The end of the character must return the signal line to its
normal condition so the stop pulse or pulses must be MARKING.
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POLAR OPERATION

Until now only NEUTRAL operation has been discussed. We have seen
in NEUTRAL operation a SPACE has been the NO current-on-line condition,
and a MARK is the current-on-line condition. In POLAR operation, there
is current on'the signal line at all tUnes. It is the polarity of the
current that determines whether a MARK or a SPACE is being transmitted.
The MARKING signal will have a positive voltage, and the SPACING signal
will use a negative voltage of the same amplitude.

Obviously, the receiving machine could not be directly connected to
a POLAR signal line because current, no matter what polarity, would
energize the magnets in the selector mechanism. That is to say, a magnet
cannot differentiate between a positive or negative voltage, and we
would initiate the same actions and responses for both a MARKING and
SPACING inpulse. Therefore, a relay or selector magnet driver mechanism
is used between the receiver and the signal line.

Either of these devices converts the POLAR signal line transmission
to a NEUTRAL signal for use by the selector assembly in the receiving
equipment. '

The following signal diagram graphically portrays the difference
between NEUTRAL and POLAR operation for any current, code level, or speed.

~MA.

Space - 30 MA

I I I I I

I I I I I
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BAUD RATE

The word baud is derived from the name Baudot (Ref. p.l). The baud
rate, sometnnes called the bit rate, is snnply an expression which combines
both shaft speed (operations-per-second) and the particular unit code
being used into one usable term or figure. It indicates the maximum
usable number of pulses-per-second that a given piece of equipment can
handle.

The main use for the baud rate is compatibility between equipment.
If we have a transmitter and receiver with equal baud rates we know that
traffic can be passed between them. An unequal baud rate tells us that
without modification, or additional equipment we cannot transmit between
the equipment in question.

To find the baud rate multiply the operations-per-second by the unit
code being used.

Example: 5-level 60 wpm

368 opm60 sec. = 6.13 ops x 7.42 unit code = 45.5 baud

Let's do the same computation using the Western Union shaft speed
and 7.00 unit code, (Ref. p.3).

390 opm
=60 sec. 6.5 ops x 7.00 unit code = 45.5 baud

We can see from the above examples that although the shaft speeds and
unit codes differ, these units would be compatible because of equal baud rates.

One more example of baud rate is the eight-level code.

Example: 8-level 100 wpm

600 opm60 = 10.0 ops x 11.0 unit code = 110 baudsec.
The increase of either the operations-per-second, or the unit code

increases the baud rate. Remember, baud rate is simply a term of compatibility.
Before leaving the baud rate we should clarify the difference between baud .
rate and bit rate. The speed of a unit in bits-per-second is not equal to'the
speed in bauds unless all pulses or bits of a character are of equal duration.
The following chart will illustrate the relationship between shaft speed (opm),
bits and bauds.

WPM UNIT CODE OPM BAUD BITS UNIT INTR. CHAR. INTR.

~ 61.3 7.42 368 45.5 42.9 22 MS 163 MS

65 7.00 390 45.5 45.5 22 MS 154 MS
---
~

75 7.42 460 56.9 52.5 17.6 MS 130 MS

100 7.42 600 74.2 70.0 13.5 MS 100 MS
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DOT CYCLE FREQUENCY

The constantly changing signal impressed on the transmission 'line
by the MARKING and SPACING pulses represents a rectangularly shaped wave
form. This wave form is actually made up of many fundamental sine waves
plus a number'of sub-harmonic frequencies. We will see that based on the
number of mark-to-space and space-to-mark changes that occur'within each
character, a separate frequency will be established.

The fundamental, or DOT CYCLE FREQUENCY, of any character may be
determined by dividing the length of its mark-to-space transitions into
one. The following examples will graphically show the maximum and minimum
dot cycle frequencies for the five-level code at 60 wpm, and the eight-
level code at 100 wpm.

Example: 5-level 60 wpm; maximum frequency.

Because the character "y" changes from MARK to SPACE every
other pulse, its transition time is two pulses or .044 seconds.

I I I

_I-~ 1 ~ 1-1"'""------'1 I
22MSJ-J.- .l22 MS

J.-44 MS~

1044 = approximatel,y 23 cps = maximum frequency• sec.
Example: 5-level 60 wpm; minimum frequency.

_I_I_II II
I: 66MS 1:ts_

6
_
6
_
M

_
S=i
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The character "M" in the preceding illustration, is composed of
a single transition. For "Mtl the START, first, and second
pulses are the first part of the wave form. Pulses three, four,
and five constitute the second half of the wave form. Therefore,
our formula would work out as follows:

1
•132 sec. = approximately 8 cps = minUnum frequency •

Fo!.:.Jthe eight-level code, the character tlD" will present the maxUnum
number of transitions, (as did the "ytl in five-level), thereby giving us
our max Unum frequency.

Example: ~ ril

I ~ I ~ I
_I 1_1-1_1 I_I I I

9.09 Msi---4..- ~9.09 MS
18.18MS1

1
.01818 sec. = approximately 55 cps = maximum frequency.

Since there is no actual character to correspond Ito the minimum frequency,
our example is1hypothetical.

Example:

_I I I 1-------1I I I I I
I: '45.45 MS '1- 45.45 MS :1
- 81. 81 MS.

1.08181 = approxUnately 12 cps = minUnum frequency.

The Dot Cycle Frequency is used to determine the value of the bandpass
filter for Teletype transmission. If we allow the highest frequency

~ through the filter, we will also pass the lower frequencies. Within the
~. Bell System the filters are designed for the third or fourth harmonic of

our highest basic frequencies, or about 89 cps.
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SIGNAL DISTORTION

For purposes ,of illustration, Teletype pulses are shown as perfect
,;ctangu1ar waveshapes with sharp transitions and precise timing. This

optimum condition is seldom, if ever, found in actual practice.

The modification of the original, rectangular wave shape is called
DISTORTION. The Total Distortion to any signal is broken down into

e categories for purposes of classification, but it is also important
cO note that any signal may contain all three components of distortion.
The three components of distortion are:

Bias Distortion
Characteristic Distortion
Fortuitous Distortion
Bias and characteristic distortion are combined in the term

Systematic Distortion because both occur in response to natural law
and, consequently, either is roughly predictable. With the third
element, Fortuitous Distortion, uncontrolable occurrences (hits on the
line, Loose ground connections ,etc.), are accounted for. With the
introduction of the selector magnet driver, distortion has been greatly
reduced. Inasmuch as signal distortion does still exist, the following
may prove helpful.
BIAS DISTORTION:

Bias Distortion effects all pulses uniformly and its effect upon a
MARK is opposite to its effect upon a SPACE. Bias may alter either the
beginning Qr the end of an impulse, but inasmuch as the selector always
begins with the MARK-to-SPACE transition of the Start pulse, the total
effect of bias is to advance or retard the leading edge of any impulse.

Before illustrating Bias, it will be necessary to indicate the
effect, upon a signal pulse, by the resistive, inductive and capacitive
elements in the signal line.

1.

2.

Perfect MARK impulse.

Line INDUCTANCE opposes sudden
transition of current. Inductance
fron Line Relays and/or selector
magnet coils.
Line CAPACITANCE shunts the signal
line preventing rapid current
build-up and, thus, .further sloping
the edges of the wave.

9.
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The Unpulse in Figure 3 is more likely to be found at the receiving
printer than the one Unpressed at the transmitter, (Figure I). The
Unpulse seen in Figure 3, as applied to the selector magnets of the
printer, will'be used to illustrate Bias Distortion. It will be noted
that this waveshape builds up to its 500 ma level gradually.

Instead of picking up at the leading
edge of the pulse (Tl), the selector
magnet will energize at a somewhat
later time -- say, for example, at
T2 -- or, whenever the current has
reached a level where it generates
sufficient magnetic attraction. This
point, T2, would be the beginning of
the MARK impulse as far as the
selector was concerned.

I

500 MA:

t

Time

When, at the end of the transmitted pulse, the current again starts
towards ~ ma, the selector armature should, theoretically, fall away
at T3. The trailing edge of the Unpulse, however, also slopes, consequently,
a definite time will have elapsed before the armature will drop away (T4).
Notice that T2 and T4 are not identical current values. The de-energization
point will be of lower value due to residual magnetism in the coils.

~~~ IE-!
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T IJ3 I"':::;

--....~ t-+-
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Ifill

I I
I
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J.f
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I.....-----Time

The tUne between when the armature
should attract (Tl) and when it does
attract (T2) is known as SPACE-to~ t
TRANSI TION DELAY. (Abbr. S-MTD) •
The time between when the armature
should drop away (T3) and when it
does drop away (T4) is known as
MARK-to-8PACE TRANSITION DELAY.
(Abbr. M-8TD).

10.
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If the S~ is equal to the M-STD, the pulse as seen by the selector
would be undistorted.
If the S~ is greater than the M-STD, the pulse has been shortened and
the condition is known as SPACING BIAS.

If the M-STD is greater than the S-MTD, the pulse has been lengthened
and the condition is known as MARKING BIAS.
The Bell System uses the following formula to determine the actual Bias
condition in milliseconds (ms). The sign of the result indicates whether
the Bias is MARKING (+) or SPACING (-).

M-STD - S-MTD = ms. Bias
This example of Bias Distortion illustrates that although the M-STD

may not equal t~e S-+1TD, the two will be consistent for any given circuit
and/or adjustment. It will be noted, also, that the effect of Bias will:

a) Be the opposite to a SPACE from its effect upon a MARK.
b) Be consistent for any character combination.

CHARACTERISTIC DISTORTION
Characteristic Distortion, as the name llnplies, is determined by

the signal line characteristics. That is, the resistance, capacitance
and inductance of the signal line. This type of distortion will effect
different characters in different ways but it will always be consistent
for the same character. In neutral operation, Characteristic Distortion
will effect Bias.

Characteristic Distortion has varying effects upon different
characters because the circuit's reactance will have less chance to
become stabilized when characters with many current transitions are
applied (U for example) than when characters with few transitions are
applied (SPACE for example).

The contrast between Characteristic Distortion and Bias may be
summarized as follows:

1. The effect of Characteristic Distortion depends upon the length
of the llnpulse transmitted. The effect of Bias is independent
of the llnpulses.

2. For a given length of impulse, the effect of Characteristic
Distortion is independent of whether it is a marking or spacing
impulse. The effe~t of Bias is always opposite on a mark to
what it is on a space.

11.



3. Characteristic Distortion is related to the amount and
arrangement of the capacitance, inductance and resistance of
a circuit. Except in neutral operation, these factors do not
effect Bias.

4. Bias is caused by unequal marking and spacing line current,
biased relays, etc., conditions which do not effect Characteristic
Distortion.

5. Characteristic Distortion, because it is due to the capacitance,
inductance and resistance of a circuit, which except for the
resistance, are unchanging in value, varies only a small amount
from day to day. Bias, because it is caused by uneven
potentials, relays losing adjustment, etc., may vary from hour
to hour.

FORTUITOUS DISTORTION

This form of distortion covers such unpredictable occurrences as
sudden battery fluctuations or loose ground connections. This distortion
may effect any portion of any character and little or no compensation can
be made for it.

DISTORTION CHART

The illustration on the following page presents the various types
of distortion we have discussed in a comparitive chart.

12.
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30% Marking Bias
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30% Marking End
Distortion

30% Spacing End
Distortion

30% Spacing Bias

NOTE:
1. Bias distortion displaces the 3-MTD.

A. Marking Bias advances the transition.
B. Spacing Bias delays the transition.
End distortion displaces the M-STD.
A. Marking end delays the transition.
B. Spacing end advances the transition.
Fortuitous and characteristic distortion
may displace both transitions.
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RANGE

All Teletype receivers (i.e., printers, reperforators, etc.) are
equipped with a range scale. In every case, the function of the range
scale is to orient the mechanical selector to the electrical signal to
obtain maxUnum selecting margins, (receiving margin).

The selecting interval of the impulse (i.e., when the actual
selection is made) is only 20% of the pulse width. Consequently, a
perfect selector should be able to tolerate 40% distortion of both
leading and trailing portions of an Unpulse.

In a perfect Unpulse the necessary 20% selecting interval would be
in the center with a range reading of 10 to 110:
Select Interval

Range Scale

t
110

r--..

In any situation, there is a standard procedure for determining
the proper setting for the range scale:

a) Determine the high and low points on the range scale by moving
the range scale indicator toward the upper lUnit until errors
are observed in copy, then toward the lower limit until errors
are again observed, (one error per two lines of copy).

b) Add the high point to the low point and divide by two, for
optimum setting.

(See examples in range illustrations)

If 20% MARKING END DISTORnON were introduced, the optimum setting.
would shift. To maintain the selecting interval in the middle of the
pulse, will require the reorientation of the range scale indicator.

r10+90 __50 10 ~

"t
2

__ 1
14.



If 20% SPACING END DISTORTION were introduced the range would shift
in an opposite direction, also requiring reorientation of the range scale
indicator.

''''' ~ luo,--,' 30+110 30
2 = 70

Jt

\......ti
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GLOSSARY OF TERl.fS

BAUD

The number of bits transmitted per second. Arrived at by dividing
the speed of the transmitting shaft by 60. 'l'henmultiplying the
quotient by the stated unit code. Example: 600 OPM = lOOPS X 11 -
110 BAUD. Ref.p.6 60 Sec.NOTE: 11 is the unit code in this example but this figure can vary.

BAUDOT CODE

A five-level teletypewriter code consisting of a start impulse and
five information impulses all of equal length.,and a stop impulse
whose length is 1.42 times that of the start impulse. Also known
as the 7.42 unit code. Ref. p.2 and p.3.

BIAS DISTORTION
A form of teletypewriter distortion which displaces the SPACE-to~
transition. Ref. p.9.

BIT

One impulse, or the time interval normally occupied by one impulse.
Ref. p.6.

CHARACTERISTIC DISTORTION

A fixed distortion which results in either shortened or lengthened
impulses. It generally does not change in degree from day to day.
Ref. p.ll.

EIGHT-LEVEL

Any teletypewriter code which utilizes eight impulses, in addition
to a stop and start impulses, for describing a character. Ref. p.4.

END DISTORTION

A form of distortion which displaces the MARK-to-SPACE transition.
Ref. p.ll.

FIVE-LEVEL

Any teletypewriter code which utilizes five impulses, in addition to
the stop and start impulses, for describing a character. Ref. p.3.

FORTUITOUS DISTORTION

An intermittent distortion which results in either shortened or
lengthened impulses. It may be caused by battery fluctuation,
hits on the line, etc. Ref. p.12.

HIT ON THE LINE
A momentary open circuit on a teletypewriter loop. Ref. p.12.

16.
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MARK

An impulse which causes the signal loop to bc closed. A current-on
line condition. Ref. p.l.

MARKING END DISTORTION
End distortion which lengthens the marking Dnpu1se by delaying the
MARK-to-SPACE transition. Ref. p.11.

MARK-HOLD
The normal no-traffic line condition whereby a steady mark is
transmitted. Ref. p.4.

MARKING BIAS
Bias distortion which lengthens the marking Dnpu1se by advancing
the SPACE-to~RK transition. Ref. p.11.

NEUTRAL CIRCUI T
A teletypewriter circuit in which current flows in only one direction.
The circuit is closed during the marking condition and open during
the spacing condition. Ref. p.S.

POLAR CIRCUIT
A circuit in which current flows in one direction on a marking
Dnpu1se and in the opposite direction during a spacing impulse.
Ref. p.S.

RANGE FINDER
An adjustable mechanism on a teleprinter selector receiver
which allows the selector to be properly oriented to an in-
cominR signal.

RECEIVING MARGIN
The useable range over which the range finder may be adjusted. The
normal range for a properly adjusted machine is approximately
7S points on a 120 point scale. Ref. p.13.

SPACE
An impulse which causes the signal loop to open. A no current""On-
line condition. Ref. p.l.

SPACING BIAS
Bias distortion which lengthens the spacing ilnpu1seby delaying
the SPACE-to~RK transition. Ref. p.11.

17.
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SPACING END DISTORTION
End distortion which lengthens the spacing impulse by advancing the
MARK-to-SPACE transition. Ref. p.ll.

TRANSITION
A change in state of a teletypewriter line. The act of a line
go~ng from a marking state to a spacing state, or vice versa, is
known as a transition. Ref. p.7.

18.
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